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Abstract

Transracial adoption, the adoption of a child that is of a different race than
that of the adoptive family, is a controversial issue. With the disproportionately
high number of children of color in foster care, transracial adoption is a viable
option to provide these children with permanent families. Transracially adoptive

families need support and available services to adjust satisfactorily to the

adoption. Nine transracially adoptive families completed a self-administered
questionnaire about participation in and availability of post-placement services.
Data did conclude that services are being offered to families and that these

families are utilizing services to assist in adjustment to the adoption. Results
indicated that agencies must continue to provide services to transracially

adoptive families. Results also indicated that agencies could offer more
culturally specific activities for the families to participate in and times for

transracially adoptive families to socialize together.
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Chapter

1

lntrod uction

Historical backqround

Adoption is a legal action recognized by statute in every state of the
United States. This action permits a person who is not otherwise the lav*rful
child of the adopter to be admitted all rights and privileges of a (biological)

son or daughter (Levy, 1993). Adoption practice and its legal sanction date
from ancient Greece and Rome when a child was adopted by citizens who
otherwise would have had no heir (Reitz, Watson, 1992). ln colonial

America, children from all classes were sometimes indentured to families
where they were to live, work, and learn a trade (Hacsi, 1995). Placing-out

between 1854 and 1930 gave orphaned or impoverished urban children an
opportunity to live with rural families to increase their chances of becoming

productive citizens as adults (Cook, 1995). ln modern societies, the primary
purpose of adoption is to enhance child welfare by allowing childless people,

or couples with smaller families than they woutd like, to raise children who are
without a parental caregiver (Levy, 1993).
Over the past several decades, changes have occurred in the policies
of adoption practice. Two examples of policy changes include allowing single
adults to adopt children and opening adoption files to allow adopted persons

to obtain information about their biological parents. A programmatic change
in adoption practice has allowed for open adoptions, which is the process in
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which birthparents and adoptive parents meet and exchange information.
Open adoption consists of the birthparents relinquishing Iegal rights to the

adoptive parents, but at the same time, continuing to have contact with and
access to information about the adoptee. As single-parent adoptions and

open adoptions become more common, so do transracial adoptions, or the
adoption of a child of a race or ethnicity different than that of the adoptive
parents.
Changes have also occurred within the last thirty years regarding

transracial adoption. Transracial adoptions (TRA) have occurred for

decades. World War ll, the Korean War, and the Vietnam War contributed to
the increase in transracial/transcultural adoptions as many American families
adopted children who were orphaned from the wars. The introduction of the
birth control pill in the 1960's and a gradual societal acceptance of mothers
raising children born outside of marriage resulted in fewer unwanted
pregnancies and fewer white infants available for adoption. Adoptive parents

who wanted infants began adopting children of a different race or of mixed
race as well as children who were born in foreign countries.

A major reexamination of the child welfare system in the 1960's and
early 1970's contributed to the increasing numbers of transracial adoptions.
New x-ray technology and the use of x-rays in evaluating injured children led

to the identification of and the growing awareness of the extent of child abuse
occurring which resulted in these abused children being placed in foster
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homes. A series of research studies about the numbers of children growing
up in long-term foster care made the public aware of how many children were
in the foster care system and without permanent families. A disproportionate

number of those children in the system were/are children of minority ethnicity,
or children of color. During the late 1960's and early 1970's these children of
color were often adopted by families of a different race than the child. ln
1968 there were 733 transracial adoptions, nationally, and within three years

there were 2574 (Curtis, 19gO),
The debate of transracial adoption extends to all minority groups but it
began with the attack on the white parents who adopted Black children in the

early 1970's. Opposition to transracial adoption, primarily from the National
Association of Black Social Workers, began in the early 1970's and resulted
in a decline in numbers of white families adopting Black children. ln 1973 the
Child Welfare League reversed its 1968 position of being in favor of TRA and
lssued a ban on TRAs. Opposition also came from American lndians. ln
1978 the lndian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) was passed which required that

lndian children remain wards of the tribal council. Still in effect today, ICWA
requires agencies to find a relative or kin of the lndian child for placement. lf

a relative or kin is not available, placement with another American lndian
family of another tribe would be appropriate. Only as a last resort are white
parents allowed to adopt an lndian child.

1
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Advocacy groups formed in the 1960's and 1970's continued to press

for better protection for and services to children. Legal constraints on TRA
were challenged in courts during the 1980's. The final passage into law of
P.L. 96-272 (the Child Welfare and Adoption ReformAct of 1980) was a
result of the advocacy efforts and the development of knowledge regarding

child abuse and the numbers of children in foster care. The major thrust of
this legislation was to enhance and support the permanency planning for all

children. The first principle was that every effort be made to maintain children
in their homes or to return foster care children to their families when possible.

The second tenet was that if a child is unable to be reunited with his/her
biological family, then a permanent family should be found through adoption.
Because of the legislative change, the definition of an "adoptable child" was
modified to include children over three years of age, sibling groups, children

with any kind of physical, emotional, or behavioral disability, children with
undesirable hereditary backgrounds, and children of minority ethnicity (now
known as specialneeds children.) Previously these children were seldom
adopted.

ln 1981 the board of the North American Council on Adoptable
Children (NACAC) stated "while supporting same race placement, [it]
acknowledged that some children may need to be placed transracially rather

than continue to wait in foster care" (Pohl & Harris, 1992, 33). Sixteen years
after the first objections to transracial adoption, Sydney Duncan, a black
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woman and founder of Homes for Black Children in Detroit, spoke to the
NACAC in 1988 and stated "l believe we as Black people can be of help...as

you seek to give your children of color answers about their heritage" (Pohl &
Harris, 1992, 34).
Current issues
The 1990's brought continuing controversy about TRA. ln 1 992 the
Children's Defense Fund determined that approximately 500,000 children
were without permanent homes and in the foster care system in the United
States, and this number appears to be growing (Curtis, 1996). Children of
color are disproportionately represented among the population of children in
the foster care systern. Thirty-eight percent of the population of children in
the system are African American (Curtis, 1996). Many of these children and
other children of minority ethnicity are in foster homes of white families.
Many of these white foster families and other white families want to adopt

these children. Federal legislation has recently changed to support this, as
race is no longer a factor in determining adoptive placement for a child. The
issue of TRA must be given full attention as the problem of parentless
children without permanent homes reaches crisis proportions.
As transracial adoptions are becoming more common, are services
available to support these new families in adjusting to the adoption? As

stated earlier, Ms. Sydney Duncan, founder of the Homes for Black Children
in Detroit, reported that Blacks should help white parents who have adopted

I
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Black children. Are transracially adoptive families getting the help they need

and if so, from whom? Several studies suggest that special-needs adoptive
families indicate that post-placement supports are necessary but currently
lacking or that the families are dissatisfied with the types of services they
receive (Berry, 1990; Sandmaier, 1988).

A study in 1993 by Kallgren and Caudill found that a majority of
agencies actively engaged in transracial adoptions in four metropolitan areas

did not provide support systems for parents adopting transracially (Curtis,

1996). The findings of Kallgren and Caudill's study produced significant
information which has implications for social work policy and practice in the
adoption field and in the field of family services. While transracial adoptions

are becoming more legalty and socially permissible, there is a need for
available services/supports for all the members of a transracially adoptive
family.
Purpose of research

The purpose of this exploratory research study is to determine what
types of services are being offered to transracially adopted families, what
types of services these families are participating in, and if utilization of these
seruices contributes to the families' adjustment to the adoption. The
secondary aim is to ascertain if families are participating in activities that
contribute to the child's racial identity. Ultimately, the objective is to discover
if families are needing additional services to enhance the success of TRAs.

7

Lastly, the study may provide new information supporting transracial
adoptions which could lead to the continuance of the practice as a viable
option for children without families and/or pennanent homes.

a

I
Chapter 2
Literature review

Adoption adiustment
Adoption in and of itself puts a family at some degree of risk of
developing mental health problems (Katz, 1977) and the risk is higher when
the adoption is transracial. When a family adopts a child of minority ethnicity,
the entire family should assume an identity as ethnically diverse (Spencer,
19BB). Becoming an ethnically diverse family may bring challenges from
friends, family, neighbors, etc. and difficulties with interpersonal dealings.

Coping as a family of mixed ethnic composition can be strenuous. ln 1985

the National Committee for Adoption estimated that

25o/o

of all adoptive

adjustments are in some way "unsatisfactory" (Sandmaier, 1988, 6). At least
10% of adoptive placements are disrupted, that is the child is returned to the

agency before the adoption is Iegally finalized. For special-needs adoptions,
including transracial adoptions, the disruption rate may be substantially
higher than 10% (Sandmaier, 1988).

There is a wide range of key issues linked to the adoption experience
that influence the success of family adjustment. The adopted children have
issues of separation, loss, and attachment to deal with, while the adoptive

parents must also deal with issues of loss and attachment. Adoptive parents
who adopt because they are infertile deal with other factors such as loss of
flesh-and-blood children, Ioss of genetic continuity, loss of fertility, and loss of

I
pregnancy itself (Sandmaier, 1988). Adoptive parents may also deal with the
loss of the "dream child" (Sandmaier, 1988). The adoptive parents'

expectations

of

a sweet, well-behaved child are often disillusioned after their

adopted child exhibits anxious or angry behavior and is not as sweet as they
had hoped. Parents also struggle with the idea of entitlement, or the
conviction that one has the right to be the chlld's parent. Without the feeling
that the child is truly their child, adoptive parents can have a difficult time
involving themselves emotionally with the child. Barriers to a sense of

entitlement include the lengthy process of legalizing the adoption and the
absence of social symbots and customs to validate adoptive parenthood such

as baby showers, parental preparation classes, and pregnancy itself as a
preparation time (Sandmaier,

1

988).

The child's experience of abuse and/or neglect is another issue linked
with the success of family adjustment after an adoption. Many special-needs

children, including children of color and children with developmental
disabilities, are victims of abuse and/or neglect. These experiences often
severely threaten a child's ability to attach to the adoptive family and may
Iead to behavioral problems (Sandmaier, 1988). Studies show that behavior

problems are among the chief reasons for disrupted placements (Sandmaier,

1988). Some of the most commonly seen behavior problems of adopted
children include withdrawal from relationships, aggressive behaviors,
overcompetency, separation anxiety, control battles, and a delay in the
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development of the child's conscience (Sandmaier, 1988). The behavior
problems of special-needs children stem from a variety of causes, including
unresolved separation and loss, abuse, neglect, identity conflicts, and causes
related to developmental disabilities.
Special-needs adoptive children include those children with various
kinds of developmental disabilities, including mental retardation, cerebral

palsy, hearing loss and deafness, visual disorders. Such daily activities as
feeding, bathing, toileting, and transporting a developmentally disabled child
can be difficult and time consuming tasks which interfere with normal family

routines. Without available support and assistance, families can feel
overwhelmed and the placement of the child into that family may disrupt the

adoption process (Sandmaier, 1 988).
ldentity formation in youth is a complex developmental task that can
influence family adjustment (Sandmaier, 1988). Building a strong sense of

self is no easy task for most individuals; for adoptees, and especially
transracial adoptees, it poses special challenges. lf adoptive parents do not
talk about the past and the child's biological family/cultural heritage, they are
likely to encounter particular trouble when adoptees reach adolescence

(Sandmaier, 1988). An adopted child may develop a negative self-image
based on lack of information about his history and/or a breakdown in family

communication because his questions are not answered. A child may
develop bitterness and self-hate when he sees himself as unacceptable and
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may become disappointed in his adoptive parents because of their
unresponsiveness (Hartman, 1984). Families who accept the adopted child's

background and talk openly about the adoption can help the adopted child
develop a positive self-image (Hartman, 1984).
Racial and cultural barriers are key issues when a family is adjusting to

an adoption. Parents who adopt a child of a different race may need more
time to feel comfortable with a child that looks remarkably different than them

(Melina, 1986). These parents can be optimistic about the development of
warm, secure parent-child attachments, as studies have found that families of
transracial adoption generally form strong attachments (Sandmaier, 1988).
The great majority of TRAs and intercountry adoptions have been highly
successful for parents as well as children (Melina, 1986). Problems that do
arise are more often due to the age of the child when adopted or to previous
trauma than to differences in racial or ethnic background between the

adopted child and the adoptive parents (Melina, 1986). Caucasian
parents/families need to be tolerant of all racial differences and prepare the

transracially adopted child when he/she is young to deal with prejudice.
"The adjustment of an adopted child and the long-term adjustment of

the family is affected by the level of acceptance and support given to the
family by relatives and friends at the time of the adoption" (Melina, 1986, 32).
Research in 1986 points to the importance of social support in helping a
family adjust to adoption, and that consequences of a lack of support are

.ltug*hurg #r+il+g* Library
.r
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intensified when the adoptee is a special-needs child (Sandmaier, 1988).

The more support adoptive parents receive, whether from friends and family
or from the adoption agency and the community, the smoother the adoption

goes (Sandmaier, 1988). An initial lack of support may result in the family
becoming self-reliant and not turning to relatives or friends for support later.

The impact adoption has on children already in the family is also key in
family adjustment. Siblings who are most displaced by the adoption (the
youngest becomes the middle child, etc.) have the greatest amount of
adjusting to do (Melina, 1986). Siblings of adopted children are often thrust
into the role of educating other children on adoption. Parents need to be sure
that the children understand what adoption means and why the family chose

to adopt a child of a different race, if that is the case (Melina, 1986).
Preparation sessions with the children already in the family, as well as
inclusion in post-placement services, is essential.
Most expeils believe that the factors that have the greatest bearing on
adoptive family adjustment are personal quallties of the parents, including a
strong commitment to parenting, flexibility, experience, optimism, and
sensitivity to children's needs (Sandmaier, 19BB). Other studies point to
whether the adoptive family can accept the difference between adoption and
building a family biologically as the single variable that is most influential in
determining whether an adoption is successful (Hartman, 1984). Also
influencing family adjustment is preparation before the placement. The more

Augsburg College Library
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fully prepared a family

is to accept and respond to the challenges of a

special-needs adoption, the less likely the placement will be jeopardized.
Nelson's 1985 study of 171 special-needs adoptive families found that 60%
said the agency did not adequately prepare them for the adoption (Berry,

1990). Satisfaction with agency preparation was the second most critical
predictor of the parent's satisfaction with the entire adoption (Berry, 1990).
ln the context of obvious family problems that may develop during the
placement, the availability and consistent utilization of services can prevent a
family from deteriorating. Post-placement services may address each of the
key issues that affect family adjustment to adoption.
Post-pla cement services

Continued support to adoptive families after placement might help to
reduce disruption rates (Berry, 1990; Sandmaier, 1988; Spencer, 1988;

Hoggan, 1991; Watson, 1992). Berry's (1990) review of the literature
revealed that many studies of special-needs adoptive families, which by

definition in the literature includes transracially adoptive families, indicate that
post-placement supports are necessary but currently lacking or that the
families are dissatisfied with the types of services they receive. Other studies
concur; for example, Nelson's study of 177 adoptive families found that one-

third of the families felt that post-placement services were inadequate
(Sandmaier, 1988). A study in 1987 found that 63% of families reported that
the adoption agency did not even keep in touch (Berry, 1990). Given the

J
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average time from placement to disruption within the families in that study

was 18 months, the provision of post-placement services for a much longer
time is warranted (Berry, 1990).
Concern about disruption led to research into what factors contributed
to the success of special-needs adoptions. Four studies published in the
1980's varied on the specific causes of disruption but they all concurred that

one of the surest factors in preventing disruption within the families was the
provision of continuing services beyond the point of legal consummation of

the adoption (Watson, 1992).
Watson (1992) categorizes post-legal adoption services as

1)

continuation of agency service to an adoptive family by the agency which has
placed a child, 2) agency interuention with adoptive families when those
families are experiencing difficulties and request help, 3) agency-initiated
services offered to adoptive families on a planned basis in response to
developmental needs of the adoptee, and 4) service to members of the
adoption triangle (the birth parents, the child, and the adoptive parents) who
are seeking information about, or contact with, others who were a part of that

adoption. For purposes of this review, focus was on the first three categories.
A survey was conducted of families to learn what services were most
needed by families who adopted special-needs children (Watson, 1gg2).
(Children of minority ethnicity are included in the definition of special-needs

children.) He found that the families who adopted special-needs children
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most needed: special education services, medical services beyond the usual
services required by all children, and money in addition to current subsidy. (A
high number of special-needs children are those with physical disabilities.)
Thirty percent of the families indicated a need for family counseling and after
school activities (Watson, 1gg2). Twenty-seven percent of the families
needed outpatient mental health counseling while ?.5% needed respite care
and support groups (Watson, 1992). ln another study of what
supports/seruices adoptive families wanted, Meezan and Shireman (1985)
found that one-third of adoptive families wished for ongoing services,
especially on an as-needed basis- throughout the adopted child's life. They
did not define how long "throughout the adopted child's life" was.

A 1988 study conducted by Hoggan researched what kind of supports
were used by fifty families. Twenty-six families (52%) used the seruices of
social workers, twenty (40%) families used the advise/support of other
adopters, and twenty (40%) families used breaks from the children, such as
respite care (Hoggan, 1991). Another study revealed adopters' main needs
in the provision of helpful support as "resource provision, sympathetic

sounding boards, and reinforcement of parental role" (Hoggan, 1991, 28).
Borland's 1989 research found that services aimed at supporting
parents were more effective in sustaining placements than those which
involved direct intervention in the family and concluded that post-adoption

support services are essential and under-resourced (Hoggan, 1991)

.
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Services viewed positively by both disrupted adoptive families and
nondisrupted adoptive families include educational planning, group
counseling, home visits, family counseling, respite care, individual
counseling, and phone counseling. Support from the worker was mentioned
more than other services (Partridge, Hornby, McDonald, 1986). ln regard to
seruices to the adopted child, the most frequently mentioned services
included psychiatric evaluations, tutoring, and counseling (Partridge, et al.,
1e86).

Partridge, et al. (1986) uncovered some barriers to the provision of
post-placement services during their research. These barriers included: a)
team work between the worker and the family had not developed to the point
where the family could easily ask for help, b) it was unclear when the worker

should initiate services, c) there was a parental lack of knowledge of the
problems and/or a denial of the problems and a delay of service initiation, d)

there was a lack of availability of services in the community and/or an inability
of the family to purchase the services, e) there was an inappropriate choice of
services or clinicians, and f) there was underutilization of the services. These
barriers have implications for social work practice in the adoption field
(Partridge, et al., 1986).
Post-placement services can be provided both formally and informally

through adoption agencies, social services agencies, community
organizations, religious institutions, and independent practitioners. Services
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include, but are not limited to, support groups for adoptive parents, support
groups for adopted children, "help lines," printed and video information,
individual counseling, family counseling, respite care. Communities rnay
have workshops for parents sponsored by churches, schools, or the
continuing education departments of universities (Sandmaier, 1 988).
lndividuat and family problem-solving counseling can help with issues
about explaining the adoption to the adoptee or friends and family, with
issues of sense of identity of the adoptee, and with various other issues.
Counseling and support groups may ease stress, encourage more positive

coping and provide guidelines for expectations. Open-ended support groups
provide the opportunity to soil out expectations from realities, to talk about
relationship development, nonrelationships, consequences of the public
image of being an adoptive family, and identity concerns (Spencer, 1988).
Support groups for adoptive parents may also provide an opportunity for
parents to share concerns, provide advice and information to other adoptive
parents, and to have social support.

A group counseling approach offers a distinct advantage of adopted
adolescents by providing a unique milieu for grovrrth and corrective emotional
experience through identification with others who have had similar

experiences (Cordell, Nathan, Kuymow, 1985). For younger adopted
children, a chief concern brought to the group relates to responding to the
questions adoptees are asked about adoption by members of the community
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(Pufki, 1983).Adoption disruption is quite often the result of the adoptive
parents' frustration and inability to deal with behavior problems of the adopted

child. As Berry (1990) points out, skills training and information concerning
the management of difficult behavior is a primary need; especially for those
parents who have adopted a child who has suffered abuse and/or neglect.
Behavioral training to deal with attachment difficulties, aggressive behavior,

etc. is also valuable for adoptive parents (Berry, 1990).
While a major goal of post-placement services is to promote parental
understanding of the child and to strengthen their resources to manage and
care for the child, another goal of post-placement services could be to assist
the family in promoting racial identity in the transracially adopted child.

McRoy (1994) states "post-placement services which address issues of
adoptive identity as well as racial identity must be offered to children and
families" (p.

71)

Post-placement services can assist transracially adoptive

families by providing knowledge and understanding of the culture or ethnic
group from which the child came, including information on the geography of

the country, customs, values, history, and genetic ancestry of the ethnic

heritage. Some agencies and parent groups sponsor summer camps (day
camps and resident camps) for adopted children which are designed to give
adopted children born in other countries an opportunity to learn more about
the culture of their countries of birth and to share experiences and feellngs
they may have as a member of a minority (McRoy, 1994). Some agencies
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sponsor family trips to these countries. Services may offer the adoptee a
chance to be with other transracially adopted children as well as children of

hislher racial or ethnic background. Services may also offer positive adult
role models of the same racial or ethnic heritage for a transracially adopted
child.

Racial

ide.r-r.titlt

As transracial adoption is vigorously supported by some agencies and
adoptive families, it is also strongly opposed by some professional and
political groups. However, both opponents and supporters agree that
minority children available for adoption have a right and need to develop a

sense of ethnic identity and a knowledge of their cultural heritage (Hayes,

1993). Opponents of transracial adoption (TRA) contend that the self-esteem
and racial identity of transracially adopted children suffers. Yet, as Hayes
(1993) found "TRA has had a long-term aggregate success rate similarto the

success rate of adoption in general" (p. 301).
Research supports that child-placement programs should ensure that

transracially adopted children be raised in racially aware contexts (Andujo,

1988). Several studies examined whether differences existed in transracially
adopted childrens' level of self-esteem and racial identity (McRoy, Zurcher,
Lauderdale, and Anderson, 1982; Andujo, 1988; Johnson, Shireman, and
Watson, 1987). While most of the studies detected similar results in levels of

d
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self-esteem and racial identity in transracially adopted and inracially adopted

children (those children adopted into families of the same race as the child,)
there remains concerns about the ability of white parents to raise a
transracially adopted child to have an appropriate sense of cultural/ethnic
identity and an ability to handle racism.

Three studies reviewed were specifically concerned about the
transracially adopted child's self-esteem and racial identity while other studies
were more generally concerned with the transracially adopted child's
psychosocial adjustment and mental health. McRoy, Zurcher, Lauderdale,
and Anderson (1982) performed an exploratory study and used purposive
sampling to determine if the self-esteem of black children in transracially
adopted families (white) differed from that of black children who have been

placed in black adoptive homes. They studied sixty families (thirty
transracial, thirty black) with similar characteristics. No significant differences
were found in the self-esteem score of the two respondent groups and the
scores of the two groups compared to the mean for the norm population
(McRoy, et al., 1982).

ln Anduio's (1988) study of Hispanic children adopted by non-Hispanic

parents, she found similar results. She performed a stratified sample of two

groups of families: thirty white families and thirty Mexican American families,
both with Hispanic adopted children. This study found the mean total positive
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overall self-esteem score for transethnic adoptees to be similar to that of the

same-ethnic adoptees' self-esteem score (Andujo, 1988). Both Andujo's
(1ggg) and McRoy, et al.'s (1982) studies found no significant differences in

the overall level of self-esteem between the transracial adoptees and inracial
adoptees that they studied. Both studies did report that data needs to be
interpreted cautiously because the reports were based on limited samples.

Although both McRoy et al. (1982) and Andujo (1988) found little
difference in self-esteem among the two respondent groups that they studied,
differences were noted in both studies in the transracial adoptees' racial

identity. McRoy et al. (1982) found that data suggested a great deal of
congruence between the TRA children's perception of their racial identity and
their parent's perceptions. lf the adoptive parents de-emphasized racial
identity, the child also tended to see race as unimportant. lf the family
acknowledged that race was important and that their child was black, the
child tended to define him/herself as black and feel positive about it (McRoy,

et al. 1982).
The transracially adopted children in both studies were more likely to
identify themselves as being adopted and were more likely to use racial self-

referents. ln Andujo's study, the results of the Twenty Statements Test
described the transracially adopted children as identifying themselves as
Americans while the inracially adopted children identified themselves as
Mexican Americans (Andujo, 1988, 532). She concluded that the test

l
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indicated a general acceptance of their ethnicity (Andujo, 1988, 532).

Andujo's (1988) study also revealed that the Mexican American Value
Attitude Scale results found significant differences between the mean
acculturation scores of the two groups. The transethnical adoptees' mean
score was 4.21 while the same-ethnic adoptees' mean score was 1.91

(Andujo, 1988,

533).

Andujo's data support the belief that ethnic similarity

of adoptive parents and children is a relevant factor in adoption practice and
policy (Andujo, 1988).
On the other hand, in 1979 Simon and Altstein performed a follow-up

study of their 1972 study to explore racial identity and awareness, and
attitudes of adopted and nonadopted children in families. They found that as
a group the adopted children were more racially color blind and more
indifferent to race as a basis for evaluation than any other group reported in
any previous study (Simon, Altstein, 1981). Their results found that a higher
percentage of the adopted children were identifying themselves according to

their race than in the previous study. The findings suggest that these
transracially adopted children did not have problems with racial identity
(Simon, Altstein, 1 981).

A study by Howard Altstein (1994) and his MSW students stressed
individualizing adoptees and their families; that each family is unique and

should be dealt with as such. Their study of foreign-born adoptees and their
adoptive parents gauged the psychosocial adjustment of the adoptees.
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Several interviewers' observations included "they (the adoptees) didn't see
themselves as anything but American" (Altstein, 1994, 266). The adoptees
reported a heightened interest in their native culture during adolescence as
they were struggling with one of the most critical developmental tasks of that

age, identity formation, but the interviewer's impressions were that these
adoptees had positive racial identity.
As the primary source of socialization for any child, the family is key to
providing the racial and cultural points of reference for healthy development

(Curtis, 19gO). The family needs to provide substantive and consistent
exposure to racial and cultural frameworks that pertain to the transracially

adopted child in order for his/her self-image to be oriented to his/her ethnic
heritage (McRoy, 1994). Educative interuentions that address the

transracially adopted child's needs include rnoving to an integrative
neighborhood with the child attending an integrative school and having

friendships with people of his/her ethnic heritage as well as other ethnic
heritages.
Feigelman and Silverman found that for grade school children, there

was a link between pride and belng black and living in an integrated area
(Johnson, Shireman, Watson, 1987). ln adolescents, perception of racial
identity was influenced by both the racial composition of the neighborhood
and the school and by the attitude of the adoptive family toward race
(Johnson, Shireman, Watson, 1987).

L
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It has been suggested that parents seek out activities and cultural

experiences provided by communities of the adopted child's ethnic heritage
(Johnson, Shireman, and Watson, 1987; Jones, Else, 1979; McRoy, 1gg4;

Melina, 1986). lt is also suggested that religious systems and recreational
systems reflect racial/cultural diversity, including members of the adopted
child's racial/cultural heritage (Johnson, Shireman, and Watson, 1987; Jones,
Else, 1979; McRoy, 1994; Melina, 1986; Zuniga, 1gg1). The exposure to and
involvement with ethnically similar role models are important in the

development of self-image in a transracially adopted child (Spencer, 1988). If
families have difficulty, or need assistance, post-placement services,
including support groups, may assist them in promoting the racial identity of
their transracially adopted children.
Summarv

Although transracial adoptions have been occurring for decades, the
issue of transracial adoption remains controversial. As in any adoption, there

are issues which affect a family's adjustment to the adoption, but transracial
adoptions add the issue of the adoptee's development of his/her own racial

identity. Although many of the studies reviewed are not current, they suggest
that the self-esteem of transracial adoptees does not differ from that of
inracial adoptees. The studies did report slight differences in the racial

identity of transracial adoptees as compared to inracial adoptees. Postplacement services can assist transracially adoptive families adjust to the
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adoption and may assist the adoptee develop his/her own racial identity.
Some studies show that post-placement seruices are lacking (Berry, 1990;
Sandmaier, 1988). ln order for these families to adjust successfully and for
the adoptees to develop their own racial identity, post-placement services
must be available to them.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Framework
Familv svstems theory
Family systems theory is a framework which encompasses the

complexities of the adoption experience for all members of the adoption
triangle because every decision to place or to adopt and rear a child is made
i

within the framework of the family systems of those involved. lt is the best
context within which to examine post-placement services for transracially
l

adoptive families.

I

Family systems theory is an approach towards the family as a system
I

which facilitates thinking about coping strategies used by family members
facing individual and family level stresses/challenges (Clare, 1991). Family
systems theory derived its basic tenets from general systems theory in which
a system is defined as a whole composed of interrelated parts (Hartman,
1984) or a collection of interrelated components and the existing relationships

among the components (Montgomery, Fewer, 1988).
According to Montgomery and Fewer (1988) "a family system would be

the collection of people whose behavior is interrelated in a particular way and

the relationships that exist among these people" (p. 94). A family is
distinguished by its parts together with their relationships and it behaves as a
whole, not as an aggregate (Ackerman, 1984). Hartman (1981) states that
human beings are open systems, deeply immersed in and affected by their
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social and physical environments. A vital part of that intimate environment

the family, no matter how it is defined'
no
The system view holds that all systems are connected and that

system' As a
system operates without being influenced by some other
other Iiving
system, each family has characteristics which it shares with
have
systems. one tenet of general systems theory is that systems
a) the
subsystems. A family is a system and a family has subsystems:
membersfamily, b) the coalitions of members, and c) the individual family

family member
Family systems theory holds that the behavior of any one
part of the system
inescapably influences the behavior of the others. lf one

part of the system.
changes, there is a resultant impact on every other
i

Another principle of family systems theory is that of boundariesbetween individuals
Boundaries are the conceptual markers of differentiation
both roles and
and subsystems representing the family's management of
and
proximity (combrinck-Graham, 1gg0). Boundaries define territory

While all
function, regulating closeness and distance among members'
its own way of
families function as social systems, each family develops

they
interacting. patterns of interaction make up the life of a family and

family patterns are
shape the identity of individual family members. These

members. From a
recurrent and serve to organize the behavior of family
experience
structural approach, family organization is viewed as crucial to the

of individuals in the family. Adoption is a restructuring process: the

a
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introduction of new individuals into the family (system) requires the

establishment of new structures, new tasks and roles, and many new
relationships.

According to systems theory, the individual exists as part of a larger
ecological system that includes the genetic system, nuclear family, extended
family, and the social and environmental systems surrounding the individual
(Bradbury, Marsh, 1988). Thus, from a systems perspective, the adoptee
brings to the adoptive family new influences and ties that can not be ignored
or denied. ln adoption, as in marriage, the new legal family relationship does
not signal the absolute end of one family and the beginning of another, nor

does it sever the psychological tie to an earlier family. Rather, it expands the
family boundaries of all those who are involved. This is more evident in
"open adoption" but is also apparent when children are adopted at an older
age, because of their prior relationships with biological family members, or
when children are adopted into a family of a different race because of the
obvious physical characteristics that distinguish the child as coming from
another family.
Family systems theory focuses on the family systems' ways of
responding to family transitions. Negotiating transitions and developing new

patterns is part of family life. The addition or subtraction of a member is a
critical change point in the life of any family that always requires an
adjustment in the family system. The entry of a new member into a family
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alters the family structure and brings about change for every member in the

family system. The demands for change placed on the system strain
adaptive capacities and develop stress.
A family systems perspective helps us to think about developmental
crises in the context of coping and change within a family. As an adoptive
family goes through its developmental sequence, the dynamics of the family
system are affected by the special way in which the family was formed. The
normal anxiety in adding family members can be compounded in the effort to

foster attachments with children of different ages, temperaments, and
traurnatic experiences. Furthermore, each child's maturation, timing of

arrival, and subsequent testing of placement may be out of sequence with
normal individual and family development.
One important concept in family systems theory is the impact of
transitions in the family life-style. For adopted children, developmental tasks,
such as self-esteem, loss and identity are more difficult as a function of their
adoption (Reitz, Watson, 1992). The developmental phase associated with a
quest for identity may be particularly difficult for transracially adopted youth.

Stresses in families of adopted adolescents arising from such conflicts over
sexuality, authority, loss and identity points to the relevance of a family
systems perspective in services for adoptive families. Post-placement
services are directed toward a restoration of the balance between the family
and its world, a reduction of stress, and a creative adaption to change and to

T
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new demands. Support services may assist a family who has just added to
their family by adoption or may assist in developmental transitions such as

when adopted children learn about their adoption, when they reach
adolescence, or when they are preparing for early adulthood. Support
services addressing racial identity and providing youth with roles models or
friends that are of the same ethnic heritage may assist transracially adopted

youth in developing their own racial identity.
Family systems theory is founded on the assumption that family
relationships are central-that we can best understand psychosocial problems
by viewing them in the context of the family as a resource for change.

Hartman (1981) refers to the family as the "primary service institution or the
major source of problem-solving" (p.

g). Other systems (agencies providing

post-placement services) become partners with the family to meet needs and

solve

problems.

A child is socialized into a family system with the

potential impact of five generations of norms, attitudes, traditions, myths and
secrets shaping his/her world view (Clare, 1991). When a child is adopted
he/she will become paft of his/her immediate family system, yet will always be
part of other family systems

too. ln the case where a child is adopted at an

older age, he/she has been influenced by the family of origin and/or foster
families and will more than likely carry his/her own norms, attitudes,
traditions, and memories with him/her. Viewing the child within the context of
the family systems and working with the entire family allows a professional to
incorporate the relevant adoption issues and build on the family's strengths.
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Racia I identitv

d

evelopmen_Uen ha ncement i n tra nsracial ly

adopted vouth

Racial identity refers to one's self-perception and sense of belonging

to a particular group (McRoy, 1994). lt includes not only how one describes
and defines one's self, but also how one distinguishes one's self from
members of other ethnic groups and the extent to which an individual has

acquired behaviors specific to the particular racial group (McRoy, 1994).
Children as young as three or four years old are conscious that they belong

to a group distinguished from other groups by physical differences, Between
four and seven years of age children are aware that more than physical
characteristics distinguish the races. They become aware of the attitudes
and expectations associated with people of color (Melina, 1986). ln order for

transracially adopted child to develop his/her own racial identity he/she must
be raised in racially aware contexts.
An awareness of racial or ethnic heritage is accomplished in several

ways. First, families should not take a "color blind" approach to raising their
child of another ethnic heritage, but instead acknowledge and accept the

significance of racial identity and that of their child. Parents need to examine
their own racist attitudes and overcome them because there is a great deal of
congruence between the transracially adopted child's perception of their
racial identity and their parents'perceptions (McRoy, et al., 1982). lt is
important that parents recognize the distinctness of cultural patterns in
minority communities and have positive attitudes toward them. This

t
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awareness and acceptance are crucial in the development of the child's
racial, cultural and community identity (Jones, Else, 1979). Parents must
show that their child's ethnic heritage is valued (Melina, 1986). This includes
discussing the child's physical differences when the child brings the subject
up and making positive comments about the child's physical features

whenever appropriate.
Families should assume an identity as ethnically diverse and not single
out the adopted child as being different. ln learning and discussion groups,
communication skills and styles can be explored and selected to match both
personality and purpose for families dealing with public relations challenges
due to their ethnically diversity within the family (Spencer, 1988). Families
must sincerely be interested in expanding their cultural horizons when
showing that their child's cultural/ethnic heritage is honored and make

awareness of the child's culture and customs a routine part of the family's life
rather than a special event. Assimilation of aspects of the child's culture into

the home, such as foods, language, customs, and traditions as well as
exposure to racial and ethnic features through dolls, books, tetevision, films,
cultural exhibits and activities are ways of enhancing the child's racial identity.
McRoy (1994) points out that families should live in integrated
neighborhoods, attend integrated religious systems, and enroll their children
in integrated schools. Transracially adopted children should have
opportunities to attend cultural activities and have friends of similar ethnic
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heritage (Zuniga, 1994). Families should provide knowledge and
understanding of the culture or ethnic group from which the child came. This
includes information about geography, shared physical characteristics, and

political issues related to a specific ethnic group. Families should learn about
customs, values, and history of the respective group from which the child
comes from, Some agencies offer specific cultural learning activities or
"homeland tours" for adopted children born in other countries and their
families.

Post-placement seruices which address issues of adoptive identity as
well as racial identity must be offered to children and families (McRoy, 1994)"
Post-placement consultations with the parents can help them facilitate the

development of a positive and unambiguous racial identity in their children.
Counseling and support groups may ease stress, encourage more positive

coping and provide guidelines for expectations (Spencer, 1988). Within these
support groups children may find other transracially adopted children, of their
ethnic background and others, to relate with, while parents meet and receive
support from other parents of transracially adopted children. Some postplacement services, such as agency sponsored cultural activities, may also

offer positive role models from the same ethnic group as adopted children"

i_
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Chapter 4
Methodology
This chapter explains the steps taken to address the questions being
studied, which are summarized below. Variables will be operationalized and

an explanation of the study design will follow. The sample, data collection
instrument and administration will be described followed by an explanation of

the measurement issues, data analysis and protection of human subjects.
Statement of.the research questions
Transracial adoptions are becoming more legally possible, and
perhaps more socially acceptable. As transracial adoptions continue to
occur, these families may need support. Questions that arise and that will be
studied are. What types of services are being offered to transracially
adoptive families? What types of seruices are these families utilizing? What
is the relationship between the degree of family adjustment and the utilization

of post-placement services in transracially adoptive families? ls there a need
for more or new services for transracially adoptive families?
Ooerationa I definitions

Family: Any two or more people living together that consider
themselves as family and who share the roles and tasks necessary for
meeting the biological, social, and psychological requirements of the

individuals involved. This definition will be operationalized by the adoptive

L
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parent(s) who complete the self-administered questionnaire and identify

family members by gender, race, relationship to the child, and age.
Transracial adoption: The legal adoption of a child into a family of a

different race, including intercountry adoption. lt is recognized that there are
additional issues inherent in intercountry adoptions, but with a difference of
race and/or culture, these adoptions are similar to the transracial adoptions

that occur within the country. The race of the family members, including the
adopted children, will be deflned by the adoptive parent(s) who completes the
se lf-ad m

inistered

q

uestion nai re.

Special-needs children: Children who are available for adoption or

who have been adopted and who are over three years of age; sibling groups;
children with any kind of physical, emotional, or behavioral disability; children

with undesirable hereditary backgrounds and children of minority ethnicity.
Post-placement services: Those services provided in the community

or by an adoption agency to families who have adopted a child of another
race to help make the adoption experience as positive and satisfying as
possible to all persons in the adoption process. These services include but

are not limited to support groups, family therapy, counseling, respite, day
care, educational services, occupational therapy, speech therapy, medical

care, organized social activities, culturally specific activities. This
independent variable will be measured by asking the family to list which post-

L*"
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placement services they had utilized at one time or are currently utilizing, if
any, and what agency/agencies provided the services.
Family adjustment: The degree to which the family has adapted to the

adoption process. This dependent variable will be measured when the
families choose a level of satisfaction with the adjustment to the adoption as
"not satisfied," "slightly satisfied," "undecided," "satisfiBd," "fairly satisfied," or

"satisfied." lt will be measured by analyzing what types of activities the family
does as a whole and how often. lt will also be measured by analyzing how
the families respond to questions about the value of post-placement services,
culturally specific activities, and socializing with other transracially adoptive
families.
Units of analysis: Families that have adopted a child (or children) of

another race.
Studv desig-n
This study is exploratory in nature. The purpose is to generate data

and identify emerging themes and impressions which may ultimately Iead to
the formulation of a hypothesis. The study is the beginning of inquiry into

what services are available to and utilized by transracially adoptive families
and which services are helpful in family adjustment to the adoption. The study
contains a qualitative research method, a questionnaire.
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Study popu lation/sample
The sample is a convenience sample which consists of families who
I

I

have adopted a child of another race and who are on the mailing list of a

I
t

private, non-profit service organization providing services to adoptive families.

I

i

The mailing list from which the sample was extracted is the list of those
families whose adopted children have attended respite camps sponsored by

the agency. The sample is biased because it is known that the families used
at least one post-placement service, the respite camp. The entire mailing list
consists of 74 adoptive families, although the exact number of transracially
adoptive families on the mailing list is unknown. There were nine responding

transracially adoptive families in this study.
Data collection in

menUadministration

The data collection instrument used was a self-administered

questionnaire (see Appendix A) to be completed by parent(s) who have
adopted a child or children of another race. The questionnaire was

constructed by this researcher and was pre-tested by a parent who had
adopted a child of a different race. Data seeking tools on the questionnaire
include fill-in charts, Likert-Type scales, and open-ended questions.
Questions about the family, participation in post-placement services, the
availability of post-placement services to the families, and the adjustment to

the adoption were asked. The families were asked about participation

Lrr'
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culturally specific activities, socializatlon with other transracially adoptive
families, family activities, and their community's population.
The agency allowed a research assistant access to the mailing list and

the research assistant addressed the envelopes. The envelopes contained a
brief letter from the agency which introduced the study, a letter from the
researcher describing the study and inviting the parents to participate, the

questionnaire, and a self-addressed stamped envelope. A research assistant
addressed the envelopes and mailed them. Completed questionnaires were
mailed to this writer at a post office box.
Measu reme nt iss ues/li

m

itations

Since the data collection instrument was a self-report, there is a

possibility of bias and the findings will not be generalizable to all families who
have transracially adopted a child (the external validity may be low.)

Systematic errors such as social desirability bias are possible in this study.
There is also a possibility that the family may not understand the questions as
this writer intended them to be understood. Because the wording of the
questions may be unclear to some people, there will be reliability issues.
lssues such as a negative experience with services or the passage of time
since participation in seruices may also alter families' responses. Data
analysis will not be controlled for socioeconomic status so the findings may
not be generalizable to all transracially adoptive families.
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Data analys:lg

An inductive approach was used when analyzing data. ln analyzing
qualitative information, general similarities and differences were looked for
between the data given by the various families. The patter,ns were assessed
and evaluated for the development of a hypothesis. The data was
i

i

i

categorized into general themes and will be discussed in later chapters. The
patterns will be explained by using percentages, for example, "25% of the

I

I
t

families answering the survey have attended family therapy" and "four of the

i

i

nine families participate(d) in respite care."

Protection of human subiects

A letter to the families described the study and asked for their
voluntary participation. As explained in the letter, their completion and return
of the questionnaire implied their consent to participate in the study. The

letter approximated how long it would take them to complete the

questionnaire. The letter addressed ethical issues such as confidentiality and
anonymity and it explained that a research assistant addressed and mailed
the envelopes. The letter also explained that they could skip any guestions
that were uncomfortable for them to answer and still remain in the study. The
families were directed to their specific adoption agency or to a private, nonprofit service organization who provides services to adoptive families if they

become distressed as a result of the questionnaire. The anonymity of the
families was protected by reporting what the family reported and not inferring

t
I
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additional information during data analysis and there was an attempt to
remain sensitive to issues surrounding transracial adoption and their families.
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ChaPter 5
Findings
The demographics of the study participants are presented first,

followed by an examination of results of the participation and responses to
the question about the availability of post-placement services- What follows
are the results of the questions about culturally specific activities,
or
socializafion with other families who have transracially adopted a child

children, and family activities. Finally the results of the Likert-type questions
I
I

i
'

regarding the value of the post-placement seruices, culturally specific

activities, socialization with other transracially adoptive families and family
activities will be Presented.

The mailing Iist that was sampled consisted of 74 adoptive families,
There
but the exact number of transracially adoptive families is unknown'

were nine responding transracially adoptive families. This may or may not
represent al! of the transracially adoptive families on the mailing listDemographic data
Of the eight parents who completed the section describing the adults
in the family, al! were Caucasian. Four of the nine responding families had

both a mother and father living at home and one of these families indicated a
step-mom lived in the home. Four respondents were single mothers and one
of these indicated that a nanny lived in the home. One family did not fill out

the space for adults.
I

It

I
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All respondent families had adopted at least one child of color. Of the
nine families, four had one adopted child, four had two adopted children, and
one family had seven adopted children. Four of the nine families had one or
more blological children in the family. There were two families who had
children no longer residing in the home. One of the families had a 27 year
old biological child living out of the home and one family had an 18 year old
adopted child living out of the home. There was a total of 19 adopted

children involved; 16 were transracial adoptees.
The average age of the transracial adoptees was 12.7 years with ages
ranging from 6 years old to 19 years old, The average length of time that the

adoptee had been in the family was

I years. The longest length of time that

an adoptee had been in the family was 18 years, 3 months while the shortest
time was 3 months.
Four of the sixteen transracial adoptees were born in this country.
One family reported their adopted child's race as "African

American/Caucasian," while another family reported the race of their two
adopted children as "Hispanic/Black," and "Black/Hispanic." Another family
reported the race of their adopted child as "Black American" (see Figure 1 .)

Twelve of the sixteen transracial adoptees were born in other countries
as shown in Figure

1. Six of the children were born in Asia while three were

born in South America. Two children were born in Europe and one child was

born in Central America.
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Figure 1. Birth Region of AdoPtee
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Note. p = 16

Participation in post-placement servlces
SUPPo-rt groups

participating in support
seven of the nine responding families reported
from "3-4 times" to once or
groups for adopted parents (see Figure 2) ranging
various providers- Four
twice a month. They received this service from
sponsored by the agency
families reported that they participated in groups
reporled their groups were
which provided the mailing list, and two families
a county social
provided by an adoption agency. One family reported

reported participating in
services provided support groups whire one famiry
for those involved in an
support groups at an agency which provides services
adoption.
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Figure 2, Respondents' Participation in Post-Placement Services.
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specialized medical care

As shown in Figu fe ?, four of the nine responding families
participate(d) in support groups for adopted children ranging from twice a
year to once a week for six weeks to weekly for a few months. All four of the

families participated in groups sponsored by the agency which provided the
mailing list. No families reported participating in support groups for siblings of
adopted children.
T

DV SE

CES

Five of the nine responding families participate(d) in family therapy
(see Figure Z) ranging from "occasionally" to "weekly." One family identified
that the provider for family therapy was "private practice" while two families
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identified "social services agency" as being the provider. The other families
reported the providers aS "adoption agency," and "health clinic."
Eight of the nine responding families participate(d) in individual therapy
ranging from "7-10 times" to "once a month" to "weekly'" "Health clinic" was
listed as the provider five times, "social services agency" was listed twice and

"private counseling" was listed once.
One family participated in occupational therapy and one family

pafticipated in speech therapy, as shown in Figure

2. The school

was the

provider in both instances. Neither family reported how often they
participated in these services.
Two families utilize(d) specialized medical care for a genetic health
condition of an adopted child. One family did not report how often they used

specialized medical care. The other family reported using it "daily for ADHD"
(Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.) One family received this seruice
through a doctor and a hospital while the other family listed two medical

clinics as providers.
M

iscellaneous services

Seven of the nine responding families participate(d) in respite care

(see Figure 2) ranging from "intermittent" to "once per month" to "two times a

year." Four families reported receiving this service through the agency which
provided the mailing list, two families listed a social services agency as the
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provider, and one family listed a county social services agency as the
provider.
Seven families participate(d) in child/day care ranging from

"dai[" to

"on no school days" to "yearly in the summer" to "as needed." "Home day
care" and "Kid's Time" were listed as providers. One family received
child/day care through school and two families listed the YMCA as a provider.

As shown in Figure 2, six of the nine responding families participate(d)
in summer camp. Three families reported that they participate(d) in summer
camp yearly while one family reported "two times" and another family

reported "three times." One family reported participating in summer camp
"six years." Various providers were listed including "private organizations,"

"social service agency," and "community organization." Two families listed
the agency which provided the mailing list as the provider for summer camp.
Seven families participate(d) in special educational services "weekly"

or "as needed." All seven families received special educational services
through the schools.
Four of the nine responding families participate(d) in organized social

activities (see Figure 2.) One family reported participating in organized social
activities "as needed for 3 l12years" and two families reported "weekly."
Providers included Girl/Boy Scouts, swim/dance classes, community
organization, YMCA, Children's Home Society, and an ethnic specific

adoption agency. As a response in the "other" column, one family reported
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that they participated in Korean Culture camp yearly through a cultural
organization.
Availabilitv of oost-placement services
Supoort qroups

As shown in Table 1, five families reported that support groups for
adoptive parents were made available through an adoption agency, while
eight families reported that social services agencies provided support groups.
Two families reported that community organizations made support groups

available. Three families reported that cultural organizations/associations
made support groups available and three families reported that a school
made support groups available.

Table

1.

Service
SG/parent

Number of F

lv lndications of Service Availa litv bv Provider

Social service

Religious

Community

Cultural

a9ency

agency

system

organization

organization

School

Hospital

clinic

Other

5

I

0

2

?

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

1

1

SG/ad ch.

4

8

0

2

2

SG/siblings

2

2

0

0

0

Family tx
lnd. tx

Medical

Adoption

2
1

5

0

4

0

0

0
1

0

0

3

2

2

0

0

J

2

1

0

4

2

1

0

Occ. tx

0

0

0

Speech tx

0

0

0

0

0

Spec. med.

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0
2

Respite

2

6

1

0

Child care

0

2

0

4

0

5

0

0

Camp

0

5

4

5

2

0

0

0

1

0

7

0

0

0

4

4

0

0

0

Specialed.

0

1

0

0

Org.

3

4

4

5

ac1.

Note. SG = support group, tx = therapy
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Eight families reported that social services agencies made support

groups for adopted children available (see Table 1.) Four families listed
adoption agency and two families listed community organization as providers
making support groups available for adopted children. Two families identified

cultural organization and one family listed the school as providers who have
made support groups available for adopted children. Four families reported

that support groups for children who have adopted siblings were rnade
available to them: two listed adoption agency and two listed social services

agency as the providers.
Therapv seryices
It was repcrted twice that an adoption agency made family therapy

available and families reported five times that social services agencies made

family therapy available (see Table 1.) A hospital was listed three times, a
medical clinic once, and other was listed twice, with one designating a
"psychologist," for making family therapy available.
lndividual therapy was made available through social service agencies

as marked four times by families. Other providers listed once each as
making individual therapy available include an adoption agency, school, and
a church, temple, and/or synagogue.
Occupational therapy was made available through schools as listed
three times, through a hospital twice, and medical clinic once. Speech

therapy was available through a school as marked four times, through a
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hospital as reported twice, and through a medical clinic as indicated once.
Specialized medical care was made available by a hospital as indicated

twice, by a medical clinic as reported twice, and "other" was marked once,
but no specific provider was listed.
Mi s ce

l,lF

n-eo u s_Se rv

i

ces

As shown on Table 1, it was reported six times that respite care was
made available by social services agencies. Adoption agencies were
indicated twice as making respite care services available, and respite was
reported to be available by a religious system once.
Child/day care was reportedly made available by community
organizations to four families, by schools to five families, and by social
services agencies to two families. Two families listed "other" as making
child/day care available to them.
It was reported five times that social services ageneies and five times

that community organizations made summer camp available to families.
Three times churches were identified as making summer camp avaitable and
cultural organizations were listed twice as making summer camp available.

"Other" was listed once.
Special educational services were identified once as being available
by social services agency. A school was indicated seven times as making
special educational services available.

I

I&"
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It was reported five times that community organizations and four times

each that social seruices agencies, religious systems, and cultural
organizations make organized social activities available to the families.

Adoption agencies and schools were identified three times each as making
these activities available. Under "other," an Autism program was listed as
being available through the University of Minnesota.
Familv adiustment

Three of the nine responding families reported they were "not
satisfied" with the adjustment the family had made to the adoption as shown
in Figure

3. One family reported "fairly satisfied" while three families reported

they were "satisfied" with their adjustment. One family stated "it varied with
the child. We had the most difflculty with the older two children from

Romania." One family did not answer.

tigure 3. Level of Satisfaction with Family Adjustment"

Level of Satisfaction
Wrth Fanily Adjustnent
4
a

2
1

0

Not Sat
I

i

Note. n = I
I
I

I

I
t
t
I
;

I

[.

Fairly Sat.

X-Axis

I

I

Sat

Undecided
Slightly Sat

No Answ er

Varied w/ Child
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Culturallv specific activities

All but one of the responding families reported that they participate(d)
in activities that are culturally speciflc to the adopted child's cultural/racial

heritage. One family reported that they get together with the adopted child's
siblings who are all adopted by other families in the area. That family also
repofted going to lnternational Days once or twice a year. Another family
listed La Semann Camp, Festival of Nations, Hispanic plays at the Mixed
Blood theatre, Spanish movies and books, and a visit to the child's homeland
as culturally specific activities that they have participated

in. This family

reported spending time with Spanish speaking kids and adults as often as
possible and the other activities about once a month. Another family reported
participating in lndia Day at Landmark Center, Festival of Nations, PIC
activities, and religious events at Geeta Ashram "infrequently--mostly only

once per year." One family stated that they participated once in lndian
Culture Day and stated "we find the children aren't that interested." Another

family identified weekly church activities and stated "youth group, social
events--all church activities emphasize racial diversity." One family reported
"The YMCA has programs for teens of color" and reported participating in
culturally specific activities once per week. The eighth family reported

parlicipating in Korean Culture Camp, Children's Home Society's childrens
choir, Children's Home Society's Korean benefit dinner, and cooking Korean
meals at home. This family reported participating in these events regularly as

I
I

l

E
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scheduled until their daughter entered high school but pointed out that they
still cook Korean meals. The last family identified Djembe drumming and St.
Lucia Day as the culturally specific activities that the family has participated in
once each.
Socialization with other TRA families
Five families repofied socializing with other transracially adoptive

families. One family socializes with other transracially adoptive families
weekly at church and another family reported socializing "infrequently--less
than once/month." One family stated "The church we attend has many
families with transracially adopted children." One family reported socializing

with other transracially adoptive families "not very often--less than

once/month." One family reported that her sister's family has transracially
adopted children and that they talk on the phone twice/week but only see
them a couple times a year. Four of the nine families reported that they do
not socialize with other families who have transracially adopted children.

Familv activities
Most of the families identified more than five activities in which the

family as a whole participated, including church, movies, vacations, outings to
the zoo, camping, school events, shopping, visiting relatives, swimming,
biking, etc. One family stated "few--we are still recovering from the trauma of
divorce and haven't found our place socially." One family identified "movies,

plays, lake activities" while another family listed "church activities, family
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activities." Two families reported participating in family activities weekly and
one family reported "daily to twice a year." One family reported participating
in family activities 3-4 times/week and another family stated "on the average

once every two weeks, but more often in the summer. We are too busy with
school work, music practice, and sports for family activities during the school

year."

One family reported "weekly to yearly" and two families did not

i

answer.

Value of various services and activities
Three of the families reported that the post-placement seruices in
which the family participated were "valuable" and another three families
reported "fairly valuable." One family reported "not valuable" and two
families did not

answer.

Two families reported that culturally specific

activities were "valuable" to the family and one family reported "fairly

valuable." Four families were "undecided," one family marked "slightly
valuable," al'ld one family stated "not valuable."
One family found socializing with other transracially adoptive families

"valuable" while two families reported it being "fairly valuable." One family
was "undecided" and three families reported socializing with other
transracially adoptive families "not valuable." Two families did not answer.
\trt'hen asked how valuable were/are activities that the family as a

whole participated in, six families stated "valuable" and two families stated
"fairly valuable." One family'was "undecided."
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The size of the communities in which the responding families lived

varied. One family repoiled "under 5,000" and one family reported "5,00125,000." Three families reported the population of their communities as
"25,001-50,000" and two families reported "50,001-100,000." Two families
repoiled the population "100,001 and over."
Comments

A section of the questionnaire was left blank for families to write any

comments. One family wrote "l would like to be put in touch with other
people who have adopted transracially but I don't know any or how to find

them." Anotherfamily stated'"1'm not sure how valuable this info will be as
our experiences have varied so much. Respite care has been a great help in

coping." One mother wrote "My daughter, who is biracial, grew up with
Caucasians. She never knew her birthdad who is African American. Until
placement with me, she lived in small communities with few blacks. Both
school and church have significant numbers of African Americans and this
has been a huge adjustment for my daughter." One family expressed that

distance keeps them from getting to any of the activities that the adoption
agency has. This family also stated "My son is not very agreeable to going to
cultural activities recently. Also many of the support groups we have been
associated with seemed to be geared for younger children. The families drop
out when the kids get older. I would like to do more--but cultural activities
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seem to conflict with school or church activities." Finally, one family repofted
"\It'e were totally unprepared to deal with two mentally ill children. I don't

think anything would have prepared us for this. We have had to find our way
through this on a day by day, year by year basis."
Summary
General findings suggest that most of the responding families

participate(d) in such post-placement services as support groups, family
therapy, individual therapy, respite care, summer camp, and special
educational seruices. Findings also concluded that these families are
generally aware of what post-placement services are available to them and
which providers make seruices available to them. The responding families'
level of satisfaction with family adjustment to the adoption varied. \ndhile most
of the families parlicipate(d) in culturally specific activities and over 55% of

the families socialize with other transracially adoptive families, their
responses regarding the value of these activities were mixed.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This section will review the information provided by the respondents

and relate it to the study question regarding the relationship between the
level of satisfaction with the adjustment the family has made to the adoption
and the utilization of post-placement services. lnformation leading to
answers to "What types of services are being offered to transracially adoptive

families?" "What services are these families using?" and "What are these
families doing to enhance the racial identity of their adoptive child?" will also
be reviewed.
Familv adjustment
Findings on the level of satisfaction with family adjustment to the
adoption were mixed. The level of satisfaction may be influenced by the
length of time the adoptee has been in the home and whether there are
biological children in the family.
The average length of time that the adopted children had been in the
homes of the three families that reported being satisfied with the adjustment
is 9.3 years. The length of time that the adoptee of the family who reported
"fairly satisfied" had been in the home was seven years. The lengths that the
adopted children have been in the homes of those families reporting "not
satisfied" with their adjustment to the adoption are three months, two years
and two months, and seventeen years and six months for an average of 6.6
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years. These findings may suggest that the longer an adopted child is in the
home, the more satisfied the family may be with the family adjustment to the
adoption.

The level of satisfaction may also be related to whether the family has
biological children in the family. Of the three "satisfied" families, each had

one or more biological children. ln two of the three families with biological
children, the adopted children were adopted before the biological children

were born. Melina (1986) pointed out that replacing a biological child through
adoption can impact the family's adjustment to the adoption. Since no
biological children were replaced in these two families, it may have assisted
in the families' adjustment and therefore influenced their "satisfied"

responses.

Two of the three "not satisfled" families did not have biological

children. The third family who responded "not satisfied" with the adjustment
to the adoption had one biological child who is eight and nine years older
I

I

I

than the two adopted children. These findings, combined with the findings in
the previous paragraph, may suggest that having biological children in the

I

family, especially after the adoption, may affect the level of satisfaction with
I

I
I

the family adjustment to the adoption.
Post-plaqement geruices and familv adjustment

The average number of post-placement services that all of the
responding families participate(d) in is 6.7 services. For the three "satisfied"
l
I

I
I

i
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families, only one family participated in support groups for parents and
support groups for adopted children, both weekly for a few months. The
other two families that were satisfied with their adjustment to the adoption
had participated in family therapy and individual therapy. The family who
reported being "fairly satisfied" with their family adjustment participated in a
support group for adoptive parents

"34 times" and currently participates in

individual therapy once a month. These findings may suggest that attending

support groups and/or family therapy and/or individual therapy may assist the
family in adjusting to the adoption.
However, two of the families who were not satisfied with their
adjustment to the adoption participate(d) in support groups for adoptive
parents once to twice a month. The third family participated in group once a
week for six weeks but it was not reported how long ago that was. This data
may reflect the adoptive parents attempts to reach satisfaction with their

family's adjustment. Attending group may be helping them cope.
Of the three families not satisfied with their adjustment to the adoption,

two participated in respite care once a month. Of the three families that were
satisfied with their adjustment to the adoption one family reported using
respite care "intermittent" and the other family reported using respite care
three times. The third family has noUis not using respite care.

All three of the families not satisfied with their adjustment to the
adoption received special educational services for their adoptees through the
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schools. Two of the "satisfied" families also use special educational seruices.
One family reported using special education for the 1996-1997 school year

only. lt is not known whether the adopted children or the biological children
from these families are receiving special education. The data about respite
care and special educational services may reveal that the families who are
not satisfled with the adjustment to the adoption may have adopted children

who are more emotionally and behaviorally challenging than those children
adopted by the families who repoft being satisfied with their adjustment to the

adoption. lf that is the case, it supports Sandmaier's (1988) view that
behavioral problems of the adopted child influence family adjustment"
Participation in pos

lacement services

Seven of the nine families (78%) participate(d) in support groups for

adoptive parents. This is 26% higher than Hoggan's 1988 study of what
services adoptive families use (Hoggan, 1991). The high frequency of

participation indicates the lmportance of support groups to adoptive parents.
Almost 50% of the families participate(d) in groups for adopted children.
While parlicipation in support groups for adopted children wasn't as high as
that for adoptive parents, the data indicates that the continued availability of
support groups for adopted children is justified.

Over

50o/o

of the families parlicipate(d) in family therapy while 89% of

the families participate in individual therapy. This significant data indicates

the importance of these services to transracially adoptive families.
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Seven of the nine families use(d) respite care. This is higher than the
40% of families using breaks (respite) from the children in a 1988 study by
Hoggan (Hoggan, 1991). Seventy-eight percent of the families used special
educational services and sixty-seven percent of the families participate in
summer camp. Since most of the families use(d) respite care, special
educational services, and summer camp, these services must continue to be
available to these and other transracially adoptive families.

Three (33%) of the families, including two families that reported "not
satisfied" with their family adjustment, reported that their participation in postplacement services was "valuable" to their family. (These families

participated in support groups for adoptive parents.) Another three families
(33% ) reported that participation was "fairly valuable." These findings may
suggest that support groups for adoptive parents are utilized at a higher rate

than groups for adopted children, yet both appear to be used in relatively
higher numbers by transracially adoptive families. High numbers of

participation in services may indicate that families are utilizing services and
the findings reveal the importance of these services to transracially adoptive
families.
Ava ilabi ity of post-placeme nt services
I

As shown in Table 1, all nine families reported that support groups for
adoptive parents and ones for adopted children were available through an
average of 2.3 and 1.8 providers, respectively. While no families participated
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in support groups for siblings of adopted children, three families reported that

these groups were available. One family knew such a group was available
through two different providers. Support groups were indicated eight times as

being available through social service agencies. The agency which provided
the mailing llst from which the sample was drawn is a social service agency.
This may indicate that many of the responding families attend(ed) support
groups sponsored by that agency.
Seven families reported that family therapy was available through an

average of 1.9 providers and individual therapy was available through an
average of 2.1 providers (see Table 1.) Social service agencies were
indicated most freguently as providers for family and individual therapy.

Again, this may suggest that the responding families participate(d) in these
services at the agency which provided the mailing list.

While only one family participated in occupational therapy and speech
therapy, four of the families reported that occupational therapy is available
(see Table 1.) Two of those families knew two providers each. Four families
knew that speech therapy was available and again, two families knew two

providers. This data indicates that although these families do not participate
in these services, they do know that they are available and where to find the

services if they need them.
Two of the seven families reporting that respite care was available
knew it was available through two different providers. Social service
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agencies were indicated six times as providing respite care. Since the
agency which provided the mailing list is a social service agency, the data
may suggest that the families use respite care sponsored by this agency.
Seven of the families knew that summer camp was available through 2
or 3 ditferent providers, while two families reported that summer camp was
not available, These findings may suggest that the families did not

understand how to fill out the chart on what services were made available to
the family. This is especially evident in the reporting of summer camp,
because the questionnaires were mailed to those on the mailing list of

families who have participated in the agency's summer camp. Generally the
findings suggest that these nine transracially adoptive families are aware of
the services available to them and who may provide these services to them,
with the exception of support groups for siblings of adopted children.
Racial identitv
Eight of the responding families listed activities when asked about

participation in activities that are culturally specific to the adopted child's
cultural/racial heritage. Five of the families listed specific cultural events that
their family is currently attending or has attended. The other three families

vaguely described ways the family has exposed their adopted child to his/her
own racial/cultural heritage.
Two of the families reported that the culturally specific activities were
"valuable" to their families. One family reported "fairly valuable" while four
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families were "undecided" about the value of participation in culturally specific
activities to their families. One family reported that participating in culturally

specific activities was "slightly valuable." The variances in answers may
suggest that some families don't see how pafticipating in culturally specific

activities is assisting their child develop his/her own racial identity. They may
not see how culturally specific activities are helping the children because the
children are too young to express their racial identity.

Just over 55% of the families reported that they socialize with families
who have transracially adopted children yet the frequencies varied. The
family that socializes weekly with other transracially adoptive families at
church found it "fairly valuable." The family who socializes with an African
American family twice a month and at church with other transracially adoptive
families found it "valuable." Another family who socializes every week at
church found it "fairly valuable." One family who socializes with other

transracially adoptive families "infrequently--less than once a month" was

"undecided." The four families who reported that they do not socialize with
other families with transracially adopted children indicated that this type of
socializing would not be valuable. Again, since many of the children are not
at the developmental age of finding their identity, the families may not
recognize that socializing with other families with transracially adoptive

families may assist the adopted children develop their own racial identities.
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Summarv
Findings may suggest that the longer an adoptive child is in the home,

the more satisfied the family may be with the adjustment to the adoption.
Having biological children, especially after adopting, may positively affect the
satisfaction with family adjustment to the adoption. The information provided
may also suggest that participating in such post-placement seruices as
support groups for adoptive parents, support groups for adopted children,
family therapy, individual therapy, respite care, and special education may

assist in adjusting positively to the adoption.
The respondents reported that most post-placement seruices are
available and that they know the providers of seruices so that they may
access them if they want. The majority of the families participated in postplacement services and over 50% of the families found post-placement
services valuable or fairly valuable. Findings suggest that although some

families participated in culturally specific activities and socialized with other
transracially adoptive families, most were undecided about the value of these
activities or did not find these activities valuable.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this study, including the low number of

respondents. Having only nine responses to analyze made it difficult to see
patterns of information or themes emerging from the information provided on

the questionnaires. There were methodological difficulties regarding low
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reliability due to the type of questionnaire used. For example, some
responses were incomplete or hard to interpret. lt is possible that the
respondents did not understand the question or how to complete the charts,
especially the question on the availability of services.

Another major limitation was that the assisting agency's rnailing list
was not exclusively made up of transracially adoptive families, and the
number of transracially adoptive families on the mailing list is unknown. The
number of responding families was nine, yet it is unknown if this is all or some
of the transracially adoptive families on the mailing list. Assistance from other
agencies was not available.
Reminders to cornplete the questionnaire were not sent

out. lf this had

been done, the response rate may have increased. Lastly, the questionnaire

was pretested only once and on only one family. Pretesting it on more than
J

I

one transracially adoptive family and then pretesting revised questionnaires

may have increased the validity of the respondents' answers.

i

lmplications
Based on the information provided by the respondents through the

questions on the questionnaire and through the space left for their comments,
several implications for social work practice with transracially adoptive
families evolved. First of all, parents adopting a child of another race need to
be fully prepared with what lies ahead of them including adoption issues,
racial issues, mental health issues, child development and identity issues.

a*
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Agencies could assess families' attitudes on racial/cultural diversity and
address the issue of racial identity development and the participation in
culturally specific activities and the socialization with other transracially
adoptive families. Agencies could provide culturally specific activities and let
the families know about them so parents don't have to try to find them. This

action may increase the amount of culturally specific activities that the
families participate

in. lf agencies are offering support groups for siblings of

adopted children, they need to advertise it more effectively. Agencies could

also provide support groups for transracially adoptive parents so that these
parents can share their specific experiences with others. Even support
groups for adoptive parents of teenagers would be appropriate since the teen

years is when these youth are struggling to find their own racial identity.
Agencies could also provide times for transracially adoptive families to get
together socially. Most of all, the findings suggest that agencies need to
continue to provide support groups for adoptive parents, support groups for

adopted children, family therapy, individual therapy, respite care, camps, and
schools must continue to provide special educational services.
Recommendations for Future Research
Although this study provided some information about the availability of

and participation in post-placement services for transracially adoptive
families, there needs to be further research in the area of racial identity

development of transracial adoptees and how services can affect

it.
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Specifying cultural activities, social activities, and support services which
assist these adoptees would be valuable information for agencies providing
services to transracially adoptive families.
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Appendix A

Letter of Support

;

'Wiin r{diqtt*t ?ariil&fim

lile..,

February 6. 1997

Dr. Rita Weisbrod
Institutional Review Board Chairperson
22ll Riverside Avenue, Box I86
Minneapolis. Minnesota 5 5454
Re: Alisha Kaul Nelson
Dear Dr. Weisbrod.

I am writing to you on behalf of Alisha Kaul Nelson, MSW candidate Alisha will

ffi

;H:iJ,:Jfil'ffi

';:"lllffili-Tl,H]ilfl ffi

adoption community, and I give this project my enthusiastic suppon.

,#

be

AJisha has mv permission to use our mailing list to contact families With help from
volunteer. she will extract an anonvmous. convenience sample

You may call me at t
Sincerely.

Erh

Executive Director

with any questions

a
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Appendix B

Cover letter from Agency

r
'W& r{fiqaaa ?au&&fiw y'ilc...

March 6, 1997

Deart

Parents,

Enclosed you will find a survey from Alisha Kaul Nelson, MSW candidate at Augsburg
College. Her interest is learning about transracial adoptive families and their use of postadoption services. Research on adoption is limited so we are approving this project.

I

have given Alisha permission to contact all the respite families. This will be done
anonymously, since a research assistant will mail out the sun-eys and they will be returned
to Alisha's post officebox. No one
knowwho participates in the study.

atllwiil

You are free to decide whether or not to participate in this project
You may call me at llllf
Sincerely,

5t

Executive Director

with any questions
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Appendix C

Cover letter

Transracially adoptive fami lies
and post-placement seruices.
March 17, 1997
Dear parent(s),
I am a graduate student working toward a Masters in Social Work (MSW) degree
at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, MN. For my thesis, I am researching

families who have adopted children of a different race than their own and their
experience with post-placement services. You were selected as a possible
participant because your name was on the mailing list for the respite camps
operated
This research study has
been approved by and is being done in cooperation
lf you have
adopted a child of another race, please read this letter very carefutly. Since
this study is specifically about transracially adoptive families, if you have not
adopted a child of another race, please disregard this letter and questionnaire.

by

with

BACKGROUND I NFORMATION:
This research study is being conducted to provide me with information for my
MSW thesis and to provide you with an opportunity to report your perceptions of
the availability of and value of services/supports to families with transracially
adopted children.
VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THIS STUDY:
Your experiences and opinions are important! lt is up to you whether or not to
participate in this research study. Your decision will not affect your current or
future relations
or with Augsburg College.

with

PROCEDURES AND ANONYMITY:
's mailing list of those
I am surveying all families on
who have attended
the respite camps. Your anonymity is protected as a research assistant mailed
out the questionnaires. I will not know your name, your child(ren)'s name(s), or
where you live. Completed and returned questionnaires will be to me at a post
office box and filed in a locked file cabinet in my personal office. The completed
and returned questionnaires will be destroyed upon completion of my thesis or
by June 30, 1997- lnformation from this questionnaire will be used for my thesis
and will be shared
in summarized form only. People
will not
know if you have participated in this study or not.

the

with

at

RISKS OF BEING A PARTICIPANT IN THIS STUDY:
By completing this questionnaire, you may experience uncomfortable feelings
surrounding the issues of transracial adoption and post-placernent services. You
may choose to skip any questions that are uncomfortable for you to answer
without necessarily dropping out of this research study. ln the event that this
questionnaire produces emotional distress for you, please contact
or call your local adoption agency so that
support services may be made available to you as needed.

BENEFITS OF BEING A PARTICIPANT IN THIS STUDY:
While there are no direct benefits to participating in this research study, this effort
is an opportunity for you to report your perceptions of post-placement services,
the availability or lack of post-placement services, and describe what has been
helpful to your family. Your participation may result in the development of more
post-placernent services to help you and other transracially adoptive families.
Please participate in this research study by completing the enclosed
questionnaire. This questionnaire is a one-time commitment on your behalf
and may take approximately thirty minutes to complete. Once completed,
please return this questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped
envelope as soon as possible and no later that April 4, 1997. The completion
and return of this questionnaire will indicate your consent to participate in this
research study as well as conclude your role in this research study.

Thank Vou in advance for consideri ng this research study. Please feel free to
contact
Dr. Clarice
Staff (612) 330-1374, my thesis advisor at Augsburg College, or me at (612)
881-3908 if you have any questions or concerns.
Please keep this copy for your records.
Sincerely,

Alisha Kaul-Nelson
Graduate Student and Principal lnvestigator
tRB# 96-45-2
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Appendix D

Questionnaire

Transracially adoptive families and post-placement services.
Parent questionnaire

1. Please tell me about your family members by filling out the chart below. (Do
not list names and do include adult children. lf not enough space is allowed,
continue on the back side of this paper.)
Adults

Aqe

Race

to the children

1

?
3
4

lf a child is your biological child please indicate so by writing "8" under the
"Length" column.
Children

Aqe

(residinq in the home)

Race

(of country of

Lenqth of time adoptee has been with

birth)

the family (in

and months)

1

2
3

4
5

b

Children
not resid
1

2
3

4
5
6

A-ge

in the home

Race

Lenqth of time adoptee has been with
n

S

PARTICIPATION IN POST-PLACEMENT SERVICES

iervices

Place an "x" in the boxes of the
services that you ancl/or your
family participated in after your
child was placed with your family.

How often did you/your

family participate in
this service?

Where did you/your family
receive this seruice?
(Flefer to Ouestion 3 for Provider

Place an "x" in the boxes of the
seruices that you and/or your
family parlicipated in after your
child was
with vour familv.

How often did you/your
family pafticipate in
this service?

Where did you/your family
receive this seruice?
Fgle_r !g_0uestion 3 for Provider

Place an "x" in the boxes of the
services that you and/or your
family participated in after your
child was placed with your family.

How often did you/your
family pafiicipate in
this service?

Where did you/your family
receive this seruice?
(Refer to Question 3 for Provider

rcft groups for
,tive parents
rort groups for
ted children
rort groups for children

have adopted siblings

ly therapy

dual therapy

pational therapy

ch therapy
ialized medical care
rnetic health condition
>pted child

te care

Day care
'ler camp

al educational services

rized social activities

3. AVAILABILITY OF POST-PI-,ACEMENT

SERVICES

Place an 'xn in the box of the provide(s) that you know of who MAKE SEBVICES AVAILABLE to you and your adoptive family
(whether or not yourlour family participate in them.) Please 'x'all that apply.

Providers
Church,

Service TemPle,
Agencies Synagogue,

Social
Adoption

Services

Boy/

Associations

etc

etc..

(

Community
Organization
(YMCA,
Cultural
Girl Scouts, Organizations\

Other:
School

Hospital

Support groups for
adoptive parents
Support groups for
adopted children
Support groups for children
who have adopted siblings

Adoption
Agency

Social Service
Agencies

(

,etq

)

Church,
Temple,
Synagogue
etc.

Community
Organization
(YMCA,
Cultural
Girl Scouts, Organlzations\

Boy/

Associations

etc.

Other:
School

Hospital

Family therapy

lndividual lherapy
Occupational therapy

Speech therapy

Specialized medical care
for genetic health condition
of adopted child
Community

Adoption
Agency
Bespite care

Child/Day care

Summer camp

Special educational services

Organized social aclivities

Other

Church,
SocialService Temple,
Agencies Synagogue,

1

,

etc...)

elc,

0rganization

Boy/

(YMCA,
Cultural
Girl Scouts, Organizations\

etc.)

Associations Schoot

Other.
Hospitat

4. Please indicate

your level of satisfaction with the adjustment yourfamily has
made to the adoption. Please circle:
not satisfied

slightly satisfied
undecided

fairly satisfied
satisfied

5.

!n what activities has the family and/or child participated in that are
culturally specific to the adopted child's cultural/racial heritage?
Please describe each activity.

How often did you/your family participate in these activities?

6.

Do you socialize with other families who have transracialty adopted
children?_ lf "yes," how often?

7. ln what types of activities does your family as a whole

How often?

particlpate?

Augsburg Colhge
LiMall Library
t*nnmprti, MN 554$4
For the following questions, please indicate the degree of value on a level from

1to5.
1 indicates
2 indicates
3 indicates
4 indicates
5 indicates

"not valuable"
"slightly valuable"
"undecided"
"fairly valuable"
"valuable"

8. How valuable

were/are the post-placement seruices (those in question 2) in
which you/your family participate

9.

in?_

How valuable were/are the culturally specific activities to you and your

family?_

10. How valuable was/is socializing with other families who have adopted

transracially?_

*-.
1

1. How valuable were/are activities that the family as a whole participates
in?

12. What is the population of the community in which your family lives?
Please circle the answer which is most appropriate.
under 5,000
5,00'l - 25,000
25,001 - 50,000
50,001-100,000
100,001 and over

13. Comments:

